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in this paper, my aim is to try to give an idea about the tax effort
measurements in ıess developed or .developing countries to people
who are not interested in tax concept as a whole and those who have
not studied on this subjec.t specifically. 1mean, taxes, at the first sight
may not seem interesting to the Development Economists and it didn't
seem interestİng to me either when · 1 first dec.İded to research on i~
(Although my main subject is Public Economics) but when one looks
at the subject in a macro level and sees its relationship withİn the
development process, it İS not so dull.
To explaİn the subject. 1 am going to ask myself some questions
and after that 1 will" try ·to answer them. The first question is «what
does tax effort mean?» There are two·answers to this question. The first is -let's say- the
classical .or traditional answer and the second is -let's call it as a
modern answer- the one which İS the· subject of this paper.
According to the classİcal or tradİtional answer tax effort is · the
share of Governrnent revenues inc.luding söcİal security revenues
(or more precisely taxes) in national aggregate (or national inceme
or more precisely agaİn in gross Natİonal Product GNP) in other
words; the ratİo of total taxes to GNP per annum İS called tax effort
of a country. And thİs İS the classical or traditional definition of the
ta:x effort and is called «actual tax effort» or «actual tax ratio».
As far as modern approach is concerned; tax effort of a country
is measured by dividing its tax c.apacity ratio to its actual tax ratio
(*) This paper waıs presented as a Research Seminer in Norwich ('England),
University of East Anglia, School of Oevelo~pment studies in 1985.
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and the resulting value is used to determin e the place of the country
in question in internati onal ta:x comparisons.
So now, we have a new concept ; ta:x capacity or taxable capacity .
The topic of taxable capacity is an ancient one in public finance
literatur e and its definitio n has always been controve rsial.
What is tax capacity or ta:xable capacity or tax potentia l. The ·
interpre tation of taxable capac.ity as being connected with the
amount of ta:x which could be justly imposed on an individual can be
done with t·he help of the sacrifice principle which led to the conclusion that a rich man's capacity to pay tax was proporti onately greater
than that of a poor man.
Or, as far as a country is concerned, is it possible to define it as
«.the taxation potentia l of a country depends on the excess of its
actual consum ption over the minimum essential consum ption of the
population.» (1 ) This idea of c.reaming off the surplus above subsistence level and e.quating this to the notion of ta.xable capacity will
cause prablems becouse the, concept of a subsiste nce level is highly
elusive and is depende nt not just on known physiolo gical needs, but
also on people's willingne ss to have their consum ption standart s
squeezed.
A better idea to define the tax capaCity is to find the determin ants
of it. in other words, is to find the variable s which determin e, the tax
capacity . What are these?
Firstly, the level of econom ic development of any particula r
country is the one importan t factor to determinE} its tax capOc.ity. So,
the only thing we need is to find a suitable proxy to represen t this
level of econom ic development.
Secondly, the shares of some econom ic sectors in GNP are the
other importan t factors to determin e the tax capacity.
Thirdly, income distribut ion is another factor. And finally, the
level of educatio n will f)robably be the other factor to determin e this
capacity .
The variables of the proxies which are representing these factors .
Kaldor, N.; «Taxation fer Economic Development», Journal of Modern
African Studies, Vol. 1, No. 1, 196'7.
( 1)
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are used ih various econometric models and the tax capacity of any
particular country is estimated with the help .of these models.
At this stage, the ,question will be «why are we interested in this
ta.x capacity and tax ettort problems in 'Developing Countries?».
To answer this question we should quickly look at the economic
targets of developing countries. As o summary, these are : to increase the ·ıevel of economic development or the rot~ of economic
grawth and also per capita income, justice in income distribution ,
efficiency in use of economic resources and price stabilization.
lf we take the first target, is it possible tor a less developed
country to increase its rate of economic growth easily? The higher
the rate ot economic growth ryeeds roughly the more İnvestment,
more investment on the other hand needs more savings. But in
under developed countries, owİng to the low İncome level, almost ali
inceme İs spent to buy basic goods by the people. it means, to
create funds to İnvest through savings is hardly possible.
in other words, it a certain rate of growth is required {or desİred
or considered feasible), to attain this amount of growth, o certain
a111ount of new capital formation is needed, to achieve this level of
investment without creating any inflationary pressure, i.e. without
increasing the currency in circulation, this level of investment ought
to be equalled to «ex ante» savings, and if private and foreign savings
are less than the required amount, there İS o need to increase· public
savings through taxation to close the gap. More precisely, the simple
arithmetic of growth involves mainly an increase in tax revenues (2).
_ · What is the position in under developed countries as far as the
tax revenues are concerned? lf taxes have special importance in
economic development, are the governments of tho.se countries 'able
to collect a large enough amount of taxes to finance their investment projects? What is to be the optimum level of taxation or the
share of taxes in GNP which was called the ac.tual tax ratio above?
'
.
1

According to some public economists, most underdeveloped
countries need to raise at least 17 per cent of gross national product
in taxes and other government revenues, taking central and local
( 2)
.Sird, Richard M.; «Assess·ing Tax Performance in Developing Countries: A
Critical Review of the Uterature», Finanzarchiv, NF 34. Heftz, l976.
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authorities together. But views such as these assume, of course,
that an increase in taxes does not cut saving to any significant
extent. Because an increase in taxes might result in an increase in
current government expenditure and hence makes no net contribution to total saving. At the same time, an increase in taxes also may
· reduce private saving, this means that more tax effort might even
mean worse savings performance. Nevertheless there is not sufficient evidence to prove· these views.
When we look at the average actual tax ratios of 62 chosen
underdeveloped coüntries, we can see that in 15. countries the· ave
mge actual tax ratios are about 10 per cent which are the lowest,
in 32 countries the average is l5 per cent, ond in the last group of
15 countries is 2'5 percent which is the highest (3).
On the other hand, the corresponding figures of 16 developed
c.ountries in Europe and North America are about 32' percent, for 23
OECD countries 34 percent (4 ).
Two obvious conclusions follow from these figures: One is that
most of the underdeveloped countries are below the desired average
actual tax ratios, second conclusion is that there is a wide gap
between developed and developing countries. lndeed this is greater
still, it social securi-ty revenues are included, because these tend
to be proportionately greater in develoıped countries. And, at the
same time if we look at the tax revenues data in developing countries,
we can easily reolize that the tax ratios of them are tending to
increase over time.
But, on the other hand, these figures don't give us any idea
that those countries _are able to increase their ratios without burdening
the economy, unless their ta.xable c.apacities are estimated.
So we can now turn to the so-called tax capacity estimation. As
we noted earlier, to estimate the taxable capacity we have to find
out the determinants of it.
Tait, Alan A., Gmtz. 'Wilfrid L., Eichengreen, B.; «lntematio·nal Comparison
(3 )
of Taxation for selected Developing Countries, 1972 - 76», IMF Staff Papers, Yol.
26 (March 1979). p. 125.
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Revenue Sta(4 )
. tistics of OECD Member Countries, 1965- 1976 (Paris, 19·78).
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The first determinant is the level of economic development
.
What represents this level of economic development. What
represents this level of economic development. We have two variab
les
or -proxies tor this task. The first is per capita inceme, the
second
is the share of agricu lture in GDP.
The first variable, per capita income, has always been a good
indica tor in understanding countr ies ec.onomic development
level.
As tar as tax capac ity estimation is concerned, the higher
the per
capita income, the higher the tax capac ity or tax potential.
in other
words, it there are two countries and one of them has - let's
say 300 $'s and the other has 1000 $'s per capita incomes, it
is clear
that the second has the hi·g_her taxable capacity. So per capita
in-.come has considerable normative· significanc.e in considering
taxabl e
ccipacity and in assessing tax effort.
The other variable which is accepted ~o represent the devefoping countries economic development level is the share
of agriculture sector in gross domestic pmduc t. One of the typical
features ·
of underdeveloped countries, is their large agricu lture sector
shares
in GDP which means at the same time low industry sector share
and
ıow per capita income. So, the larger the agricu
ltural share means
the lower the economic development level ond the lower the
taxabl e
capacity. The other thing· that ought to. be noted here is
whether
the · agricu ltural sector has a surplus or not it is very difficu
lt to
tax, because of historical and politic al reasons and this means
that
the size of the agricu ltural sector reflects not just capac.ity
to tax
but also willingness to tax (5 ).
The second determinant of taxable capac ity is the mining sector
of the economy. To represent this sector we use the mining
share
in GDP. ·Unlike the agricu ltural sector , many developing countr
ies
have -tor historical and politica l reasons - found it easy
to tax
the mining sector (which is controlled by. forei·gners in· many countr
ies
and emplqys relatively few people it it is compared with the
agricultural sector). The importance of mining sector is because
of the
heavy fixed investment associated with extrac tive industries,
ope.,
rations tend to be confined to a few large firms and as
long as
world demand conditions ensure high profitability, there
exists a
5
( )
Bird, Richard M.; «As-sessing Tax Perf·orm ance· in DeVelop
ing Countri es: A
Critical Review of the Literature», Finanzarnhiv, NF 34. Heftz,
1976.
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combination of taxable surplus and administrative ease. So the
mining share ought to be included in ta:x capacity estimation models.
And the last determinant which is used in tax capacity models
is foreign trade sector which represents itself either as the total
export share or total import share in GNP or as total export plus
import share in GNP. The latter is called at the same time «the
6
degree of opennes» of economy f ). in some cases if · both mining
and export ratios are used in the same model, to be prevented from
the over valued results, instead of just export ratio, non mining
export ratio is used.
it is clear that the larger the share of foreign trade the higher
the taxable potential or taxable capacity.
After we have determined the variables, we can use them in
the tax c.apacity models. The aim is to find aut the variables that
determine this capacity significantly. To achieve this purpose regression analysis is used and these variables {which may be called
explanato ry variables or independent variables at the same time)
occur in various combinations in those models to explain the changes
in dependent variable, tax capacity ratio.
This estimation proc.edure gives us some results to be interpreted.
Now 1 am going to 'Qive you some re,gression results of these
tax capacity models. All these models have used cross - sectional
regression analysis and taken 63 developing countries as a
sa~ple (7).
The first model involved per capita inceme and export+ import
ratio in .GNP as explanato ry variables.
The results :
[1]
T /Y = 6.5775 + 0.003 Yp + 0.1457 X+M/Y
(5.28)
(1.20)

R2 = 0.343
where

T /Y
Yp

= Tax
= Per

c.apacity ratio
capita inceme

Lotz, Joergen R., Morss, Elliot R.; «Measuring Tax Effort in Developing
(6)
Countries» IMF Staff Papers, Volume 14, 1967.
(7) Tait, Alan A., Gratz, Wilfrid L., Eichen·green, B.; «lnternation al Comparison
of Taxation for selected Devel·oped Countries, 1972-76», IMF Staff Papers, Vol.
26 (March 1979), p. 125.
21.2

Export + lmport
X+M/Y

= -------

(degree of opennes)

GNP
The second model involved per capita non export inceme,
mining share in GNP and export ratio excluding mineral exports.
The results are :
T /Y
R2

= 7.1l34 +

0.0024 (Yp-Xp) + 0.5700Ny + 0.2218X'y
(0.94)
(9.31)
(4.17) .

[2]

= 0.581

where, Yp - Xp
Ny
. Xy'

= per

capita non - export inceme

= mining
=

share in GNP
export ratio excluding mineral exports

The third model has per capita non-export inceme and export
share in GNP as explanatory variables.
The results are:
T /Y = 7.3663 + 0.003 (Yp-Xp) + 0.3025 Xy
(0.94)
(6.19)

R2

[3]

= 0.375

The fourth model use mining share, agricultural share in GDP
and export share in GNP as explanatory variables.
The results are:

T /Y
R2

= 9.1859 +

0.3550 Ny - 0.0240 Ay+ 0.1903Xy
(5.51)
(0.61)
(4.30)

[4]

= 0.598

And the fifth model inwolve mining and agricultural share in GDP.
The results are :
T/Y

= 14.2423 + 0.4521
(6.59)

Ny - 0.0571 Ay

[5]

(1.30)

R2 = 0.475
What are the .general conclus_ions we have obtained from these
models.
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First of all, despite the fact that per capita inceme has normative importanc e in consideri ng taxable capacity of developing
countries , as far as its (t) ratios are concerned, it has no significant importanc e on this capacity.
Secondly, the other economic development level representative,
share of agricultur e has no importanc e either, as an exp·lanato ry
variable.
Thirdly, both foreign trade share which was represented by
export ratio and export + import ratio, and share of mining have
great significan ce in explaining tax capacity ratio.
And now, at this stage let us return to Tax Effort Calculations.
We are assurning that taxable capacitie s <2f countries have adequately been represented by the equations cited earlier. After taking
one of them which has given the best statistica l results, the next
step follows : the calculatio n of tax effort, defineci as the ratio of
the actual tax ratio in a particular country to that which would be
predicted on the basis of the taxable capacity equation.
ACTUAL TAX RATIO (T / Y)
TAX EFFORT

= ---------TAX CAPACITY RATIO (T /Y)

After getting the results of this calcülatio ns tor each country,
the interpreta tion is done like this; if the actual tax ratio of o country
is 0,2q and predicted tax capacity ratio is alsa 0,20, means that,
this country is using its taxable capacity completely. On the other
hand if the result of this calculatio n is less than 1 means that the
country is not using its taxable capacity satisfacto rily, in other
words, its tax effort is low. On the contrary if this value is more than
1 means that, that country's tax ef~ort ·is high.
Bearing this definition in mind we can now look briefly some
8
developing countries places in internatio nal tax effort league ( ).

Tait, Alan A .. Gratz. Wilfrid L., Eicheı:ıgreen, B.; «lnternation al Comparison .
o·f Taxa,ti<)>n for selected Developing Countrie·s. 1972-76», IMF Staff Papers, Vol.
26 (March 1979). p . 125.
(8 )
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45 Chosen Devel·oping Countries: Actual Tax Ratios (Actual T~x
Efforts) and Calculated Ta.x Efforts (According to Tax Capacity
·
Estimationı)
Actual Ta:x Efforts

Countries
ıran

Guyan
Zambia
Venezuela
Malaysia
Trinidad and
Tobago
Tunisia
lvory Coast
Senegal
China
Kenya
Jamaica
Tanzania
Morocco
Chile
. Egypt
Brasil
Sri Lanka
lndonesia
Turkey
Singapore
Shana
Peru
Thailand
lndia
Costa Rica
Korea
Argentina
Mali
Togo
Ecuador
Bolivia
Colornbia

t::,...

~'

'

; .ı_''

i.

·:~·

'

32.7
31.7
30.8
23.1
22.5
21.9
20.7
20.6
20.2
19.9
l9.2
19.0
18.9
18.6
18.4
18.1
18.1
17.9
16.3
16.2
15.7
14.2
14.0
13.9
13.9
13.:6
13.6
13.1
12.9
12.4
12.0
11.8
11.6

(1}
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(lO)
(11}
(12)
(13)
(14) (15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22')
(23)
(24)
(25)
(2·6)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)

Calculated Tax

Effoırts

1.720 (1}
1.350 (5)
1.368 (4)
0.9·20 (24)
1.191 (11)
0.723
1.184
1.115
1.021
1.125
1.219
1.064
1.336
1.214
1.265
0.853:
1.067
ı0.983

0.797
1.484
0.785.
0.9·76
0.986
0.968
1.252
0.858
0.858
1.099
0.968
0.708
0.680
0.742'
0.89·9

(38)
(12)
(14)
(17)
(13)
(9')
(-16)
(6)
(10)
(7)
(29)
(2)
(19)
(31)
(3·)
(32)
(20)
(18)
(22)
(8)
(28)
(27)
(1Ş)

(21)
(40)
(41)
(36)
(26)
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Honduras
Pakistan
Upper Volta
Lebanon
Philipines
Etopia
Rwandan
Burundi
Paraguay
Mexico
Guatemala
Nepal

11.5 (34)
11.4 (35)
11.3. (36)
10.2 (37)
10.1 (38)

10.1 (39)
10.0 (40)
9.3 (41)
8.8 (42)

8.6 (43)
8.1 (44)
5.4 (45)

0.669
0.915
0.955
0.762'.
0.718
Ö.803

(42)
(25)
(23)

(35)
(39)

(30)
(34)
0.780 (33)
0.665 (43)
0.733 (37)
0.558 (44)
0.489 (45)

o.n3

What is the point of this calculations?
As we noted ear:lier, the ranking derived according to this calculation is substantially different from that obtained by ranking
countries simply according to their actual tax ratios. For example,
only three of the first ten countries ranked by the actual tax ratio
to make it into the first ten in the tax effort leauge.
Also another important point to be made is that, the difference
between predicted and actual values ·in this kind of exercise can
or should force the countries to close this gap through additional
effort.
And finaly 1 would like to look at the position of Turkey as far
as these tax capacity and tax effort studies are concerned.
ı

First of ati, 1 want to point out some economic' figures which
have used in these models.

The actual tax ratios of Turkey between 1960 - 1983 varied from
0.15 to 0.25. The avarage of !ast ten years is about 19 percent which
is above the average of developing countries ratios.
Per capita inceme of Turkey was about 1000 dollars in 1960
and it · is now still about 1000 dollars. But this is mainly because of
the over valued · dollar in the world.
Mining share in GNP has ·no importance in Turkey. The value
of mining shar~ is always between 1 - 2 percent in GNP whiç:h is
clearly of very little signific.ance.
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The share of foreign trade in GNP or in other words the degree
of opennes, varied between 8 - 17 percent from 1960 to 1979 and
naturally had no significance in Tax capacity~ but after 1980 because
of the new export regime in Turkey, which brought huge incentives
to expqrters, showed improvement in Export. And the avarage of
ıast 4 years foreign trade share is above 25 percent.
The share of agriculture in GNP was 43 percent in 1960, 28
percent in 19'70 and it is now about 20 pe~cent which shows that the
dependence on Agriculture of Turkish Economy is gradually diminishing.
Naturally, unlike the share of agriculture, the share of industry
in Turkey is increasing. it was 15 percent in 1960, 22 percent in
1970 and it is now 28 percent.
Before estimating Turkey's tax capacity and measuring its tax
effort. 1 would like to point out the differences between ali the other
tax capacity and tax effort studies and mine.
Firstly, all those studies which 1 mentioned above took the avarage figures of developing countries and used them in some ·general
models. These models reached some general conclusions which are
accepted as applicable for all Developing Countries in question.
As you remember, according to the results of these models,
only significant explanatory variables were mining share, foreign
trade share or only export share and nç>n-mining export share of
the economy. And the models which included these variables had
important Coefficients of Determination. But as far as Turkey isconcemed neither mining share or foreign trade share has an important weight in GNP, so this probably might give us different model
results.
Secondly, these models used two variables to represent the
level of Economic Development o~ Countries Those are per capita
income and agriculture share in GDP. 1 used share of industry in
some models as a proxy to represent Economic Development level
of Turkey. The reason is that, as 1 noted earlier, the share of industry
in GNP is increasing over time and this is one of the main distinctions ·
of Turkey if it is compared with sorrıe other developing countries.
Clearly, the higher the share of industry, the higher the economic
development level and taxable capacity.
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sion
Thirdly , ali the other' models used c.ross - sectio n regres
a
us
ave
g
·
is
analys
analys is, J used time series analys is. Time· series
in
time
over
possib ility to make a compa rison of tax effort chang es
Turkey .
And, my study covers new data betwee n 1960 to 1983.
.
Now, let's look at the results of tax capac ity models of Turkey
which
les
First of ali, we have to find out the explan atory variab
to use
determ ine the tax capac ity of Turkey , For this task, I am going
are :
these variab les in sepera te regres sion equati ons. The results
1

T/Y = 0.2355
R~ = 0.46

[6]

+ 0.060 Yp
(4.05)

[7]

T/Y = 0.3640 - 0.3487 Ay
(2.75)
R2 = 0.30

= 0.5166 + 0.6688 ly

T /Y
R2

= 0.23

T /Y

= 0.3680 + 0.8400 Ny

[8]

(lndus try Share)

(2.88)

[9]

(0.75)

= 0.003

2

R

T /Y

=

0.3536

+ 0.3665 X + M/Y

[10)

(0.85)

R2

= 0.02

deAccord ing to these results , the signifi cant variab les which
of
share
,
termin e taxabl e capac ity of Turkey are per capita income
r mining
agricu lture and share of industr y. On the other hand, neithe
ining
determ
in
ance
import
any
share nor foreign trade share have
·
this capac.ity.
we'll
lf we expan d the. equati ons using more than one variab le
get these results ;
T /Y

= 0.1677 + 0.118 Yp + 3.0086 Ny + 0.3699 X + M/Y
(1.68)

(4.67)

= 0.52
T/Y = 0.3688 +

[11]

(1.68)

2

R

R2
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= 0.36

0.6895 Ny
(0.59)

+

0.4383 Ay
(2.79)

[12]

[13]

T /Y

=

T /Y

= 0.6848+0.018 Yp+0.6838 ly-0.4835 Ay+0.3654 Ny

0.1638 + 0.3860 X + M/Y + 0.6584 ly
(2.50)
(0.90)
2
R = 0.25
(2.59)

R2

(1.55)

(1.45)

[14]

(0.68)

= 0.55

As far as coefficients of determination are concerned . equation
2
number (14) has the highest R value. But we must note the high
correlations between the variables in this equation. So, probably the
equation number (11) which used per capita income, mining share
and foreign trade share as explanatory variables is the most acceptable tax capacity model for Turkey.
The measurement of tax effort of Turkey which has been done
according to the equation number (11) is below. As you see the
lowest tax effort figure belongs to 1974 and the highest belongs to
1970. The avarage tax effort figure between 1960-1983 is 0.97 which is
below .the unity. in other words; Turkey is not using its taxable
capacity comletely. As you realize, this result is the opposite of the
other studies result.
CONCLUSION

As o conclusion 1 would like to make

som~

points;

1 - One of the bi·g gest problems of less developed countries
is their limited funds to use in investment and manage economic
deve·lopment. So, to find new funds through taxation requires estimation of their taxable capacities.
2· - After this estimation procedure their tax effort can be
measured which is quite different from their actual tax ratios which
have been known as classical tax effort. This measurement telis us
if they can use their taxable capacities completely or not and on
the other hand it gives us a possibility to compare their tax efforts
with the other countries' effort and get an international tax effort
league.
3 - To estimate the taxable capacities of developing countries,
some variables have been chosen to determine this capacity~ These
are mainly, per capita income and. shares of agriculture, mining,
foreign trade and industry.
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4 - According to the regression results of a mix of some developing countries, the only significant variables determining this capacity are shares of mining and foreign trade.
5 - lf we apply this regression analysis only to Turkey, it is
seen that shares of mining and foreign trade have no significance
in determining the taxable capacity of Turkey. lnstead, per capita
inceme, share of a·gric.ulture, and a new variable share. of industry
have significance in determining tax capacity ot Turkey. And when
we measure the tax effort of Turkey, using the equations involving
these variables it is seen that it has a low tax ·effort.
6 - This study is based mainly on regression analysis. it must
be noted th~ assumptions of regression analysis. in other words,
when we use this techniques we have to realize that we are under
some Iimitations.
7 - During the estimation procedure, the biggest coefficent of
determination is about % 50 which means that the explanatory variables we used in these equations can explain only half of that tax .
capacity. in other words, it can't be estimated ali the capacity
because ot the unknown variables which also determine the other
halt of that tax capacity. it it could, the taxable capacities of developing countries "Yould be higher than we estimated. This means
at the same time that, the measurement results of tax efforts would
be lower than the ones we obtained. So, this must be noted at the
ste·ge of interpretation of the results of regression analysis.
8 - And finally, as can be seen from Turkey's example to take
ali countries and use their variable figures in some general conclusions may cause problems, so betere .t he stage of interpretation of
those results, the specific economic structure of the country in
question has to be looked at.
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